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Excel index whole worksheet

The INDEX MATCH function in Excel is more diverse and doesn't care where the lookup columns and columns returned. For this example, we will add a ranking column to the left of our sample table and try to find out how the Russian capital, Moscow, ranks in terms of population. With the lookup value in G1, use the
following formula $C $A $A to search in C2:C10 and return the corresponding value from A2:A10: =INDEX(A2:A10,MATCH(G1,C2:C10,0).) But what if you need to search in multiple rows and columns? In other words, what to do if you want to do a matrix or two-way search? This may sound tricky, but the formula is
similar to the basic Excel INDEX MATCH function with only one difference. Guess what? Just use two MATCH functions - one to get the row number and the other to get the column number, and I congratulate you at guess:) INDEX (array, match (vlookup value, column to search with, 0), MATCH (hlookup value, row to
search with, 0)), and now please refer to the table below and try to create an INDEX MATCH formula to find the population (in millions). The formula uses this shape: =INDEX(B2:D11, MATCH(G1,A11,0), MATCH(G2,B1:D1,0)) ,A2:A11,0) – Search in cell G1 (China) and return the position of the cell.
MATCH(G2,B1:D1,0)) – Searches through B1:D1 to get the position of the value in cell G2 (2015), which is 3 row and column numbers above to the corresponding argument of the INDEX function: INDEX: INDEX(B2:D11, 2, 3) as the result. You will get the value at the intersection of row 2 and column 3 in the range
B2:D11, which is the value in cell D3 is simple, yes! If you have the opportunity to read our Excel VLOOKUP tutorial, you may have tested the formula for Vlookup with multiple criteria. However, the key limitation of the method is the need to add a helper column. The good news is that Excel's INDEX MATCH function can
also find at least two criteria without modifying or restructuring your data source! This is a common INDEX MATCH formula with multiple criteria: {=INDEX(return_range, MATCH(1, (criteria1=range1) * (Condition 2=range2), 0)} This is an array formula that must be equal to average If your search array is equal to the
same average, you can use the same value as the average. No sorting required. In our example, The populations in column D are sorted in descending order, so we use -1 for matching categories. For this reason, we have been tokyo since the population (13,189,000) is the closest race that is greater than average
(12,269,006)#Nคาการคนหา. If you want to replace the standard error loss with something more meaningful, cut your INDEX MATCH formula in the IFNA function, for example =IFNA(INDEX(C2:C10, MATCH(F1,A2:A10,0)), no matching entries were found. If someone enters a lookup table that is not in the search range,
the formula clearly informs the user that no matches are found: if you want to catch all errors, you can use the formula to create a search table. Not only does #N/A use the IFERROR function instead of IFNA:=IFERROR(INDEX(C2:C10, MATCH(F1,A2:A10,0),), Oops, please note that in many situations it may not be
wise to disguise all errors because they alert you about possible errors in your formula. That is how to use INDEX and MATCH in Excel, I hope our formula sample will be useful for you and look forward to seeing you on our blog next week! Practice workbook for downloading Excel INDEX MATCH samples (.xlsx file)
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